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Abstract— A robot is a system combining many subsystems 

that interact themselves well as with the environment in 

which the robot works. The main project task was to develop 

a motion transfer in robotic arm. This focus on improve the 

new method for motion transfer using steel wire. The 

controlling method is manual. The robotic system is widely 

used industrial area for repetitive work. Our project aims to 

reduce the weight of robotic arm by replacing the mechanical 

cable instead of hydraulic or pneumatic system. The 

mechanical cable is very light weight comparably hydraulic. 

It is also reducing the maintenance cost and it is easy to 

assemble and dissemble. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, robots are increasingly being integrated into 

working tasks to replace humans specially to perform the 

repetitive task. In general, robotics can be divided into two 

areas, industrial and service robotics. International Federation 

of Robotics (IFR) defines a service robot as a robot which 

operates semi- or fully autonomously to perform services 

useful to the well-being of humans and equipment, excluding 

manufacturing operations. These robots are currently used in 

many fields of applications including office, military tasks, 

hospital operations, dangerous environment and agriculture. 

Besides, it might be difficult or dangerous for humans to do 

some specific tasks like picking up explosive chemicals, 

defusing bombs or in worst case scenario to pick and place 

the bomb somewhere for containment and for repeated pick 

and place action in industries. Therefore, a robot can be 

replaced human to do work. 

A. Robotic Arm Definition 

A robotic arm is a robot manipulator, usually programmable, 

with similar functions to a human arm. The links of such a 

manipulator are connected by joints allowing either rotational 

motion (such as in an articulated robot) or translational 

(linear) displacement. The links of the manipulator can be 

considered to form a kinematic chain. The business end of the 

kinematic chain of the manipulator is called the end effectors 

and it is analogous to the human hand. The end effectors can 

be designed to perform any desired task such as welding, 

gripping, spinning etc., depending on the application. The 

robot arms can be autonomous or controlled manually and 

can be used to perform a variety of tasks with great accuracy. 

The robotic arm can be fixed or mobile (i.e. wheeled) and can 

be designed for industrial or home applications. 

 In this report we deals with robotic arm which have 

a too much weight due to the hydraulic and pneumatic system 

so we decided to remove them and replace with light weight 

object or actuator.so we are used the mechanical cable which 

have a so light weight and high breaking strength which can 

lift too much weight with a small diameter. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

1) “On a New Generation of Torque Controller Light-

Weight robots.” - G.Hirzinger, A. Albu-Schaffer, N 

Sporer. 

The paper describe the recent design and development effort 

in DLR robotic lab toward the second generation light weight 

robot. The design of the light weight mechanics, integrated 

sensor and electronic is outlined. The fully sencorized joint , 

with motor and link position sensor enable the 

implementation of effective joint vibration damping and 

advance control strategies for complaint manipulation. The 

mechatronic approach incorporates a tight collaboration 

design as well as. Thus we hope that important step toward 

new generation of service and personal robot have been 

achieved.[1] 

2) “Design Optimization of Robotic arm.” -Prof. L.S Utpat, 

Prof. Chavan Dattatray K, Yeolekar N. 

This paper consist current design of robotic arm consist of 

manipulator that have been over designed to meet reliability 

requirement. Hence these manipulator have been design in a 

way that they do not make best use of material. They have 

low payload to weight ratio. This limits the pay load capacity 

and increase the power requirement for movement of the arm. 

Attempt has been made to optimize the design of the arm 

using FEA as tool. Strength and stiffness have been kept as 

designs criteria while optimize the weight of moving arm. 

The result have shown corresponding reduction in power 

requirement for arm movement.[2] 

3) “Design and Operation of Synchronized Robotic Arm” – 

Goldy Katal, Saahil Gupta, Shitij Kakkar. 

The paper manuscript deals with the designing and 

implementation of synchronized robotic arm, which is used 

to perform all the basic activities lick packing, picking up 

object and pacing. In this paper, a robotic arm is designed, 

synchronized with the working arm and would perform desire 

task as to working arm does. The work does by robotic arm 

will highly precise. A servo motor of 230 oz. inch used in the 

project. But motor with more capacity can also be used as 

according the desire work.[3] 

4) “Design Analysis and Implemention of robotic arm- The 

Animator” – Md. Anisur Rahman, Alimul Haque khan, 

Md. Mohsin sajjad. 

In the research paper say that a humanoid robotics is is new 

challenging field. To co-operate with human beings, 

humanoid are not only be have to human feature like, form 

and structure but more importantly, they must prepare human 

like behaviour regulating the motion. [4] 

5) “Industry Based on Automobail Robotic Arm” – Dr 

Bindu A Thomas, Stafford Michahial, Vijyashree B. 
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Michial A robotic arm is a robot manipulator usually 

programmable with similar function to human arm. The 

human can’t think about picking and placing but robot is 

programming to do work repetitive in order. From moving the 

arm rotating the wrist to opening and closing the gripper at 

end of manipulator.[5] 

6) “Modeling & Control of Flexible Hydraulic Robotic 

Arm” – Li Dai, Yao Wu, Jain Wang, Yu Liu. 

Flexible hydraulic robotic arm is complicated system which 

couple by mechanics and hydraulics. It is widely applied in 

all kinematics engineering equipment, such as concrete pump 

truck, bridge monitor truck, arm frame of crane etc. arm 

system of the hydraulic robot arm is a multi-body system with 

redundant freedom, strong non-linear couple with rigid and 

flexible character.[6] 

7) “Design And Analysis Of An Articulated Robot Arm For 

Various Industrial Applications” by S.Pachaiyappan 

Using basic formulae from strength of materials. Two 

possible hollow cross sections, considering the electrical, 

control and feedback wiring to pass through, is modelled 

using commercially available 3D modelling tool, 

SolidWorks, for further study and comparison. The Model is 

used for analysis using a commercially available analysis 

tool, ANSYS, taking into account the various critical loads 

acting on the base arm alone. Since the base arm is the major 

component in which maximum magnitude of the critical 

loads considered occur, it is enough to analyze the base arm 

alone. Considering the shapes, sizes, deflections during 

working and stresses occurring, both the AIAs are workable 

comparatively. Considering the manufacturability, ease of 

transport, assembly, and weight, the circular section AIAs are 

preferred over the rectangular section AIAs.[07] 

8) “Design and Development of Search and Rescue Robot” 

by Khalil AzhaMohdAnnuar, Muhammad HaikalMdZi 

In this paper propose of Based on this research works, this 

paper presented the design and development of a robotic 

vehicle controlled by using mobile devices with additional of 

a four DOF robotic arm robot as assistive robot for search and 

rescue mission. This system is presented with the Graphical 

User Interface (GUI) to ease users’ utilization.[8] 

9) “Survey of Robotic Arm and Parameters” by Ritu Tiwari 

Based on this research works Discussed robotic arm and there 

different parameters. Understand which factor affect the 

performance of a robotic arm and how it change a robotic arm 

in work efficient arm. Know how multiple axis uses to change 

the mass of an arm, DOF increased by simply by adding 

joints, working envelope and space should decide according 

to the situation, kinematics improved movement of the robot, 

speed and acceleration vary in different works, accuracy and 

repeatability is the important factor for any robotic arm. Also, 

use diagrams for making proper understanding of robotic 

arm. Then discussed gaps in research and issues, its use as a 

guideline for future research work, at last give suggestions 

how we try to improve a robotic arm by working on effective 

algorithms and simulations. [9] 

III. WIRE CONTROL ROBOTIC ARM 

A. Cad Design of Robot with Wheels 

 
Fig. 1: 

 
Fig. 2: 

The above two figure shows the robotic arm. As shown in fig 

the robotic arm have wheels at joint of two manipulator. 

 Any robot have main part is actuator. The actuator 

is the mechanism that provides the necessary force to move 

the mechanical structure. Here we are used a new innovative 

actuator, in which mechanism we are use mechanical cable 

force provide the required torque. In this system the 

mechanical force is produced by electrical motor and this 

force is transfer at joint of link through mechanical cable. And 

we are use simple worm and wheel mechanism in motors of 

link to produce high torque ratio. The electrical motor 

provides a rotary motion to the mechanical cable and its 

convert in to a linear motion. The mechanical cable provides 

rotary motion by rotating driving wheel. The wheels transfer 

its motion in to the manipulator. In the robotic arm there are 

three link, three motors, two sliding joint, one bearing, and 

three mechanical cable are provided. 

B. Robot Kinematic 

For a functioning of robot, it is necessary to establish the 

position and orientation of the end effector with reference 

based or reference coordinate system. 

 Robot kinematic deal with the analytical study of 

motion of robot end effector, as a function of time, with 

respect to reference coordinate system. 

1) Type of robot Kinematic Problems 

These are two kinematic problems in robot. 

1) Forward kinematics. 

2) Reverse kinematics. 
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a) Forward Kinematic 

 
Fig. 3: 

In forward kinematic problem, the position (x3,y3) and 

orientation angle( ∅) of end effector are determine by from 

the known parameters (i)link length(a1,a2,a3) & (ii)joint 

angle(θ1, θ2, θ3) 

The position of (x3,y3) and orientation( ∅)of end effector 

shown in fig are given by:- 

x3=a1cos θ1+a2cos(θ1 + θ2)+a3cos(θ1 + θ2 + θ3) 
y3==a1sin θ1+a2sin(θ1 + θ2)+a3sin(θ1 + θ2 + θ3)∅ =
θ1 + θ2 + θ3 

b) Reverse Kinematic 

In reverse kinematics problem the configuration of 

joint[(x1,y1)(x2,y2)] and the joint angle(θ1, θ2, θ3) are 

determined from the known parameters (i)position of end 

effector (x3,y3),(ii)orientation of end effector(∅ ). 

 The configuration of the joint and the angle are 

given by, 

x2=x3-a3cos ∅ 

y2=y3-a3sin ∅ 

cos θ2=
x2
2+y2

2−a2
2−a1

2

2a1a2
 

Now , θ3 = ∅ − (θ1 + θ2) 

C. Torque at Joint 

τ=L×g×w 

L= length of link 

g= gravitational force 

w=weight of link 

D. Force Calculation on Wheel 

1) Wheel 1 

 
Fig. 4: 

As shown fig the wheel diameter is 11.5cm and the wheel 

length of manipulator is 34 cm. 

F1 × L = F2 × r 

∴ m × g × l = F2 × r 
∴1.885×9.81×0.34=F2×0.0575 

∴F2=109.33N 

138.3N force is required for the lifting a 1.5 kg weight of objet 

at joint1. 

2) Wheel 2 

 
Fig. 5: 

As shown fig the wheel diameter is 11.5cm and the wheel 

length of manipulator is 40 cm. 

F1 × L = F2 × r 
∴ m × g × l = F2 × r 
∴2.23×9.81×0.74=F2×0.0575 

∴F2=281.39N 

344.6N force required at join 2 for lifting the mechanism. 

IV. FUTURE SCOPE 

The future work of robotic arm to make the robot can operate 

to multiple function intelligent.to also increase the degree of 

freedom. The level of complexity of robot is defined by the 

member used in its limb, number of actuator and sensor used 

and advanced robot the type and number microprocessor and 

microcontroller used. Each increasing component adds to the 

scope of functionality of robot. With every joint added the 

degree of freedom in which a robot cam work increase and 

with the quality of the microprocessor and micro controller 

the accuracy and effectiveness with which a robot work is 

enhance. 

V. CONCLUSION 

After complete project work we conclude that the mechanical 

arm reduce in the weight compare to pneumatic or hydraulic 

and it can perform completely with mechanical cable. We 

also see that it is easy to assemble and it is disassemble 

compare to hydraulic. 
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